
Survey Results: Beach Access

 Survey Info - This survey was sent on behalf of the Incline Village General Improvement District to the FlashVote

community for Incline Village/Crystal Bay, NV.

These FlashVote results are shared with local officials

973
Total

Participants

687 of 1397 initially invited (49%)

286 others

Margin of error: ± 4%

Applied Filter:

Locals only

Participants for

filter:

671

Started:

Apr 30, 2024 1:27pm PDT

Ended:

May 2, 2024 1:28pm PDT

Target Participants:

All IV/CB

Q1 Right now access to our beaches in Incline Village is restricted by staffing the entrances

from May to October each year. To further protect the private nature of our beaches (and

the beach deed itself) IVGID is considering restricted access during the off-season with

automated “RFID card” activated gates from October to May (similar technology to chairlift

access cards used at Diamond Peak and other ski resorts).

If the beaches were restricted with automated access during the off season, which ONE of

these do you think makes the most sense?  

(671 responses by )
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Options Locals (671)

Pedestrian (walk in) gate access only (lowest cost, no car access) 21.6% (145)

Vehicle gate access only (higher cost, easier access) 11.8% (79)

Pedestrian gate and vehicle gate access (highest cost, most convenient access) 34.3% (230)

Not Sure/Not here in the off season 4.3% (29)

Other: 28.0% (188)

Item E.1.
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This is a stupid idea and not worth the cost

Off Season control of access is not needed

No restriction and if restriction must have vehicle access.

Restricted access in the off season is unnecessary and a waste of money.

Not necessary in off season

None - its fine as it is

Poor use of funds. Other priorities should be met first.

I don't see why access should be limited in the off season. It's not crowded at that time.

This is not required and a waste of money.

We should not restrict thes ebeaches in the off season

Don't waste the money. This has never been a problem, stop trying to create one.

Don't restrict access in the off season, for crying out loud. More waste of parcel owners' money.

Seriously??? Don't bother. Only restrict it when it is staffed during the season is fine.

No gate. Leave it as it is.

Completely unnecessary. I paddle year round and the beaches rarely have more than a handful of car

Don’t waste more money on this - Leave the gates open - Fire Sara and Matt

I do not believe we need to add expensive RFID access to our beaches during the off season.

I'm opposed to this. Unnecessary expense. I am at beach in the AM with my dog & no one is there

None of these, don't think access should be restricted

I don’t think this is a good use of resources. The beaches are empty in the off season, so no issue

Why!? This is NOT a problem! Why create an expensive mess?

Utilization in the winter is low and additional protection is not necessary.

Until you provide a cost estimate, my opinion is that we should not consider automated access.

There is no need to have this added expense as the beaches are empty in the off season.

I would need to see the cost of these choices. Do we really need this expense. Leave gates open

I do not think the beaches should be restricted in the off season.
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why waste the money?

Allow unrestricted access since few people use the beach and anyone can get in anyway.

None of the above

Save the money not needed!

No winter restrictions since there doesn’t seem to be a problem

What is the problem with having to restrict access during off season. I hardly ever see anyone.

There is NO need to restrict access during the off-season. Expense not justified!

Not restricted in the off season

Don't lock them down at all Sara

I live here full time and have reason to want restricted access in the off season. Give people and

Don’t change..this is BS!!My family visits in off season. Will we be charged on punch card!?

I don't think we need to restrict access in the off-season.

Open all in off season

THIS IS INSANE

Not necessary during off-season

Unrestricted access in the off season.

It depends on the costs of the different options

I do not support any winter no access proposal

Not sure what we are trying to solve for; are there ongoing security concerns? vandalism?

No gates

None, leave it the way it is.

This is an unnecessary waste of money. We don't need RFID cards.

Leave it alone in the off season- just let people go in,

Leave it as it is for no cost

No restrictions during off season

Crystal Bay resident, we have no interest in any planned action

Find out the REAL risk to the beach dead; WAY more valuable than gating

No gate

No need to change access. Leave it as is. Not enough character space here to type my answer in full

Leave them open

Keep it the way it is. The beaches are never crowded in the off season.

Why do we want to restrict it at all during winter months with no visitors?

I am opposed to spending money on a gate. It's not that big of an issue to warrant the expense.

Pedestrian RFID but with a 30 minute delay to keep people from passing the card back.

I don't think there should be restrictions in the off-season. They are normally empty and unused.

It should not be restricted.

The beaches aren’t even crowded in the winter so why is this even an issue? Forget the whole thing.

Scanners left out with webcam. No gates.

No automated. Hire local for Gate House. Cost to be similar to annualized automated gate cost.

If it’s a lift gate, won’t people be able to walk around it? If tall swing gate, more auto acciden

Is this really necessary?
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Keep it the same! There is no current problem you are trying to solve.

Do not restrict during off season

Just don’t man it or restrict access.

The beaches do not need to be restricted in off season!!

No gate in winter and off season

No restriction during off season

Don’t change current access

NOTHING IS NEEDED..,THE BEACHES ARE ALMOST EMPTY DURING OFF SEASON AND RESIDENTS NEED EASY ACCESS..

Would not want beaches to be restricted. They are never busy in the off season

Ridiculous idea and a waste of money to install mechanical access for the 6 months of the proposal.

Why create a problem where one doesn't exists

Leave them as is. They are fine. You are creating problems that don’t exist

What is the purpose of having the gates? We have had access off season with no problem forever!

I don't want the RFID card. The off season access is fine as is.

Don't need it. Seriously

I think this is unnecessary.

Do not restrict beach access to pass holders!

Leave as is. It is not a problem. It is a waste of money to put in gates conrolled by a card.

How is none of the above not an option. This poll is rigged. Keep the beaches unlocked.

No need to block access in off season

Leave as is

None. Leave our beaches alone. This is beyond ridiculous.

Not needed

Why spend $$ to restrict. Not really that many people on the beaches in the off season.

no access restriction

I don’t think we need to spend money on this

You don’t need to protect the beaches in the off season and “protecting the beach deed” is not eith

Don’t restrict the beaches in the winter or off season. This is ridiculous

Why is this necessary. There is minimal use of the beaches and no congestion during off season. Wh.

Keep beaches open in off season

None of these. This is a waste of money. There is no cost or risk to the status quo.

Why restrict winter access? Seems like a poor use of funds.

Absolutely ridiculous to spend money on this non problem!

Leave it open-don't restrict access

Do not want beach restrictions during the off season

None of the above

Unnecessary, costly and potentially troublesome in any form. Beaches don’t need to be locked down.

There should be no restrictions out of season.

Don't restrict the beaches in off season

Unnecessary, not needed, don’t waste our money
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keep it the way it is

Leave as is. You are solving a non-problem and wasting resources for no tangible gain.

Leave it as it is. No need to restrict access in the off season.

None. Why isn't " please don't waste our money on this crap" an option?

Maintain current restricted access only from October to May for zero additional cost

I don't think we need to restrict access in the off season. Seems not worth the expense.

I often access by car & walking- could pedal use vehicle ent as well?

No restricted access in winter

No change from how things work today.

Do not restrict access in the off season.

Staff the gates year round if needed

None

Don't limit offseason

No change to current

Unnecessary to have gates and does not benefit the community at all

Don't make any changes. Please don't spend money on a change that is not needed.

waste of money and not needed

I don’t think it’s worth the expense to implement any automated access.

Spot checks by staff and signage

None of the above. The cost benefit analysis is zero. Complete waste of community funds.

no need for a gate access.....leave it as is

Restricting beach access in the off season is unnecessary.

Do NOT WASTE OUR $$$ on this!!!

Do not restrict in off season

Don't restrict access to the beaches during the off season.

Leave things as they are

Not sure. Is off season a problem?

Is there a need for this that residents are demanding?

Please don't restrict at all.

No gates are necessary. Let’s give humans jobs.

Under no circumstances should we restrict access to our beaches from October to May. It is absurd!

Pedestrian gate access with internal button for gate

To be able to answer this question, one would need to know why it is being considered. Problem????

I like how it has been in the past. Open, unattended and not an additional expense.

I do not think such means need to be implemented.

Leave as is

NOT in favor of restrictions with automated access

DO NOT restrict access during October to May

Don’t restrict access

Don't want restriction during off season. We need more parking spaces. Find a way to fix that.

No change needed
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I am not in support of locking the gates durning in the off season. I feel this is not necessary.

offseason should be open access

Keep it the way it is. No one goes and the beach deed has not been challenged to date

None, It doesn't make sense to restrict our beaches during the offseason

Beach access should not be restricted in the off season.

I don't like the card access. Off season, day time only open gates, occasionally monitored.

No new restrictions

no RFID gates

None, this is a bad idea.

No restricted access

Against the idea entirely. It is not worth the expense to restrict access in the off season.

Not necessary. Please stop wasting money

None of the above. Leave it be.

Who is paying for this flash vote? Who is approving the questions and suggested answers.? What

No restrictions in the off season!!!

No automated gates at any beach

None of the choices above are a good solution in my opinion.

Do not restrict during the off season! Keep the policy as it is! Why don’t you make this as an opt

Keep as is, no change necessary

Don’t restrict access in the off season

Leave them open

Why? Pedestrian only unacceptable for handicapped

Keep your current policy

Incline beach could be gate only as tgere is street parking. Burnt cedar there is no street parkih

NO cost walk in & car access, LEAVE IT ALONE!

don't restrict access, that makes the most sense. Considering limited access is rediculous

Leave as is, open in winter. IVGID has more than it can handle now why add more responsibility?

It doesn’t make any sense at all to install gates. We are here all winter and see very little use

Unnecessary expense

Moved…IVGID high cost with no access with the tourists

None of the above I don't think its necessary in the winter months

I think everything is fine the way it is.

I oppose restricting off season beach access-costly & unnecessary!

Leave as is

Should not waste time or money doing this. What is truly be solved?

No restriction during off season

I do not understand why we would want to limit access to the beaches in winter.

I don't feel that we need to go to the expense, if this is simply to track off season use.

Q2 When it comes to managing access to our beaches, which of the following are most

important to you, if any? (You can choose up to THREE)
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(653 responses by )

 

Its fine as it is

Ensuring I can enter the beach at any time

Keep and increase no dogs allowed policy

Parking for picture card holders only.

Manual in busy time works just fine. Money is better spent upping the beach grill facility

This will be a non-issue once Sara Schmitz is gone.
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Options Locals (653)

Addressing beach overcrowding at peak times 44.7% (292)

Lowering the cost of staff time to manage access 10.1% (66)

Preventing unauthorized beach access 46.4% (303)

Making sure we keep the beaches private 53.3% (348)

Making it convenient for owners and their guests to go the beaches 62.3% (407)

None of these are that important to me 3.1% (20)

Other: 11.8% (77)
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Raise the Rec fee back to where it was so that the punch card can be used more hat three times.

Restricting or preventing car access during the winter is a terrible idea.

Increase the $ amount on the punch cards. Can't get entire family in. Ridiculous

Keeping the beach clean.

Limit access for properties used as short term rentals. Give homeowners tickets for guests.

Put in RFID access for all times

Open up access to the Incline residents who do not currently have beach privileges.

Again, another problem with Flashvote: not enough info to offer informed answer: Cost comparisons?

Allow employee access on the beach.

Safety for guests and employees

Picture passholder must accompany beach guest.

Enforce no dogs policy

IVGID is doing a good job of keeping beaches private.

Let anyone who wants to walk in to the beach, walk in during the off season.

Reduce large tents at shoreline at peak times.

Allow non resident employees access to the beach Sara

Enforcing rules regarding popups and amplified music.

keep the sandy beach surfaces natural and free of cans, signs, and obstruction

Less costly for children and grandchildren

My response applies to "in season"

Punchcards basically cover my immediate family's use, but for guests/grandkids it's expensive.

Figure out a way to allow staff that commutes beach access as a well earned perk. Maybe finding emp

Need a guard on Hermit beach to prevent Hyatt guests from coming over to our beaches; happens often

Crystal Bay resident, we have no interest in any planned action

Let employees back on the beaches

Upgrading the facilities

No dogs in the off season. Owners do not obey the no dogs allowed signs at the beach.

Clear the boulders placed by Lakeshore homeowners on Washoe Co land--more parking for all.

Are we talking about summer only?

No need to pay people to be in the guard shack outside of busy hours and days.

Access to the pier

Preventing STR access to our beaches

Not spending money on silly RFID gates to defend a deed that’s stood for many years.

THERE ARE NO ISSUES WITH BEACH OVERCROWDING. THIS APPEARS TO BE A SARA SCHMITZ ISSUE ONLY

Posting No Trespassing (low cost) signs is good enough for the 6 months of winter.

Removing the boat ramp

There is no issue with entering the beaches.

It appears we a making a mountain out of a molehill. Who is behind this change & why?

Employes of IVGID need to have access to the beaches as well. I hate our current policy.

I don't know what the problem is that you are trying to solve Sarah
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Do not restrict access to pass holders

Not wasting time creating problems to solve.

Not wasting money for problems that don't exist.

Giving employees access. I am not an employee but feel it is important to maintain employee moral a

allowing me to take my immediate family and grandkids to the beach

Lower rates for owners guests

Keeping it accessible year around without having to use a key or card during the slow seasons

Allowing ALL Incline Village homeowners access to IVGID EVENTS AT BEACH (concerts)…even when those.

Keep dogs out of Federally recognized Lahanton Cutthroat Trout habitat stream Third Creek.tt

This smacks of Sara Schmitz disgusting mentality. We should NOT restrict access to our beaches off

Quality of the facilities

Are there problems at the beach from Oct to May?

Adding unnecessary costs. The current system is sufficient.

I do not view a restricted access in the off season to be convenient for owners.

Parking issues continue and far outweigh access in my opinion

These are my option for high season/summer

I THINK YOU SHOULD HAVE PRIORITIZED THE 3 RESPONSES, as keeping the beaches private is the key.

Removing plastics from the shoreline

Ensuring that the limited parking spots are available for actual residents only during busy times

Private and secure are most important

Adhering to the Beach Deed

I live in Crystal Bay we are not allowed on the beaches because of 1966 Deed.

Access to the beach all year round with my car so I can bring my kayak/sup/efoil even in the winter

Leave it as is

Again, who is paying for this “survey?”

No automated gates at any beaches

Everything works fine as is, no changes

Beach access May-October needs to be restricted.

No dogs of all types should be allowed on the beach. Even the red vested dogs are a bad idea.

No pastime rentals access

Q3 When thinking about restricted access to our beaches during the off season, which of the

following do you AGREE with, if any? (Choose all that apply, if any)

(641 responses by )

 

Options Locals (641)

Keeping our beaches private and protecting the beach deed is important to me 56.3% (361)

Keeping our beaches private and protecting the beach deed is not important to me 6.2% (40)

It makes sense to restrict off-season access to Incline Beach 33.9% (217)

It doesn't make sense to restrict off-season access to Incline Beach 42.6% (273)

It makes sense to restrict off-season access to Burnt Cedar Beach 32.3% (207)
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leave it as is - no one is at the beach in off season - this is not a problem

Would need more information about the problem(s) that generated this survey.

You should restore Beach access to IVGID employees and quit listening to the Katz Kurmudgeon Krew

this is unnecessary. Current system is fine.

Huge waste of time and money

The beaches are not crowded during ff season, let's focus on the things that actually need attentio

You’re trying to fix a problem that doesn’t exist.

Another massive waste of time and Engineering's staff.

The beaches are not very busy during the off season, so I do not think this is an issue.
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Options Locals (641)

It doesn't make sense to restrict off-season access to Burnt Cedar Beach 36.5% (234)

It would make sense to have an automated pedestrian gate at Ski Beach 28.7% (184)

It wouldn't make sense to have an automated pedestrian gate at Ski Beach 29.8% (191)

I think: 19.3% (124)
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You creeps on the board are like rabid dogs afraid of strangers. Get over yourselves!

Our problem is during peak season not off season. Raise the Rec fee back and apply to payroll.

There are more important projects to focus on

Allowing beach access to anyone from October through May each year puts the beach deed at risk

It is overkill to restrict beach during the cold season. Man the booths Apr through October

How does not restricting access in winter put beach deed at risk?

Off season access isn’t a problem. Don’t spend the money!

It depends on the cost. We don't need another increase to IVGID fees.

Automation is going to be a maintenance nightmare. Automated gates don't work well.

I am not aware of there being a problem currently. If true, no investment now.

Without restrictions IVGID risks abandonment of the beach deed and the restrictive covenant.

Another stupid question. Instead of yes/no answer in a vacuum. Include the estimated cost.

Winter beach access is primarily a dog park. small crowds, I don't see a problem

If access is properly limited, we are funding resources for our use, not for tourists.

You also need to address the Hyatt guests that sneak in from their beach.

It makes sense to restrict off season access to Ski Beach

Protecting the beach deed is important but surely can be done without going overboard with security

you need to clarify what it entails to protect the beach dead. Beach dead is important.

You should revisit the harsh treatment of removing beach access for non resident employees Sara

These questions are ridiculously convoluted.

Ski beach needs human monitor, no AI can handle workload.

do not further restrict access by parcel-owners by restricting vehicle access in winter

THIS IS INSANE

This seems potentially very important for protecting the beach deed

Be reasonable and responsible. What problem are you trying to fix? Answer that question first.

Off season people don’t spend much time at the beach. Leave it open.

Access to Incline and Ski Beach need to be coordinated.

Crystal Bay resident, we have no interest in any planned action

This is a total waste of funds

We also need our Village Green back for events, it was not intended to be a dog park and shouldn't

Leave as is. No need to restrict. Provide 2 legal opinions proving restriction necessary

The current system is fine. No need to spend more money on restricted access during the off season.

This is ridiculous to restrict access in the off season. I go often then & see few people.

Residents should get preferred parking.

What I think doesn't fit in the space provided. The issue isn't so black and white.

We have a problem with Hyatt guests accessing our beach. If we have an automatic gate, we need on

allowing vehicle parking at beaches is important year round

Off season access should be unlimited.

We should not worry about off season access

Beaches should not be restricted in wonter

I think options presented are not good options to restrict unauthorized use.
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Protecting the beach & the lake is most important

Private is private no matter the season

I think survey is skewed to give the answer someone wants

I don't understand why we are "protecting our beach deed". Are we losing private beach status?

There is such easy access to Incline Beach, I'm not sure trying to restrict off season would work.

Protect the expensive BCedar infrastructure. Save $ @ Ski & Incline beaches.

Posted no trespassing sign is adequate in off season

Under what authority is this an issue? NO ISSUE..off season NO CROWDS

The few "unauthorized" off season visitors is not worth the expense to restrict them.

I assume few walk-ins in winter from November-March so pedestrians ok; but car restriction needed

Providing access to people during the offseason is welcoming; let's continue during off season plz

There isn't a problem with open access to beaches in the off-season

Off season access should be restricted at all Incline Village beaches.

It is fine as is. There isn't a problem in the off season.

Automated pedestrian gate at Burnt Cedar Beach

I am not aware of any problems with off season open access to our beaches.

There should be no restrictions to beach access to pass holders.

This is all insane

This is getting out of hand.

I don’t think there is a problem with the beaches that there needs to be restricted access in the s

We should not restrict beaches off season

Protecting our beach deed is important to me, but overly restrictive access measures are not.

This would be ongoing wasteful spending

An automated gate in the winter does not make sense. A useless expense that would not offer much co

i am not sure where this whole issue is coming from.- what is the problem?

Not necessary in winter. The beaches are never crowded in the off season.

It isn’t broken, don’t spend our money on this.

should be year-round restricted access to beaches

Shut the gate to pedestrians and vehicles at Ski Beach during.season. No automated gate.

Restrict off season access at both beaches for non passholders. Allow access for passholders only.

Enforcement of automated pedestrian access at our beaches during the off season would be untenable

If restricting off season, restrict vehicular access? Pedestrians could enter with no restriction?

I don't see off season access as a problem. There is no need to make any changes to anything.

If you need to restrict to protect the deed, staff the gates

We don't need to change anything.

Spot checks by staff and signage should be sufficient to protect the beach deed.

It is nice to have it unrestricted and available to our furry friends.

Unless absolutely required to keep the beach private, it doesn't make sense to restrict access Off

maybe allow off-season access to only one of our beaches to lower the cost of managing the gate??

no need for private access.....leave it the way it is....
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Grant access to all Incline Village homeowners (even with no beach access IVGID cards) rights

How much would it cost to limit access to our beaches? How: Pass allows one-use per 1.5 hours.

Allow kayak frack access @ BC/SKI offseason and special community events (church, nonprofit) ok

all beaches should have RFID gates for winter access, but parking might be an issue at BCB

Keep dogs out of 3rd Creek

We need to avoid an elitist mentality about "keeping the riffraff out."

There must be other, more important issues.

Joanellen Slocumb 202081

Please: DO NOT restrict access during off-season

We usually drive to ski beach - would need automated vehicle gate as well

This survey is unnecessary and potentially costly

That our beaches have been operating successfully without restricted access during the off season

If we don't keep the beaches private the public will sue for and gain access. That's #1

Off season, unrestricted daylight access only. Occasionally monitored.

Adhering to the Beach Deed

Residents pay for beach access (if they choose) and deserve to have year-round access.

Spend the money on the building upgrade at Incline Beach.

Since 2015 I have worked and Volunteer in IV. I live in CB and I am not allowed beach access.

it would be wonderful if IVGIG enforced the rules relating to boat parking at Ski Beach

This is a waste of my time

Don't think there are problems at the beach in off-season-Not worth spending money to restrict

Off season access is not a problem. Let people enjoy the beauty of the beach

I walk many off season days on lakeshore and the beaches and I don’t see that many people there.

Unless there have been issues with visitors, i don't see a need to spend money to restrict an empty

Leave off season access alone

no restricted acess in off season, no locking gates at all during the season as well

Just make sure parcel owners have access to the beaches year round. Thanks.

No dogs should ever be allowed on the beaches.

Tourists should pick up their trash

We are getting a bit too snooty with our beaches. A pleasant walk on the snowy beach for visitors

As is

Q4 IVGID is also continuing to look at ways to improve the “punch card” system more

generally. While it provides convenience and value for recreation fees, it also uses a lot of

staff time, is confusing to many residents and creates challenges for our point-of-sale

systems and financial reporting/budgeting.

Which of the following potential changes sound best to you, if any? (You can choose up to

FOUR)

(631 responses by )

 

Options Locals (631)

Create discounted guest rates for all venues instead of using limited punch card “dollars” 25.2% (159)
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No changes - this is not a problem

no change, leave as is.

Stop the 5% abusers

Hire individuals that aren't overwhelmed with the process in place.

The Katz Kurmudgeon Krew leave Incline

I don’t like the one card idea for just beach access. It can cause confusion within a family

Guests must be accompanied by picture pass holder at all times to have access to our beaches.
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venue...

Have a fixed number of free

venue...

None of these sound good to

me

I’d like to see:
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Options Locals (631)

Have one guest card per property with a fixed number of free venue uses included (rounds of golf,

lift tickets, etc.)
17.6% (111)

Have one guest card per property that can be used for beach access (instead of multiple punch

cards)
27.9% (176)

Have a fixed number of free venue uses (rounds of golf, lift tickets, etc.) linked to each picture card 18.2% (115)

Have a fixed number of free venue uses (rounds of golf, lift tickets, etc.) linked to each property,

usable by linked picture/punch cards
20.9% (132)

None of these sound good to me 23.1% (146)

I’d like to see: 22.0% (139)
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Every single Board has made changes to the punch card system. No WONDER people are confused.

in addition to full time reside, provide two guest passes with unlimited beach access and 50% off

one single RFID card for access to Diamond Peak, the beaches, and free driving range balls

Guest access to beaches like it was 2 yrs ago - before cards & $$ values were limited!

The punch card system works well for our household.

Make things like they were ten years ago! You seem to only be happy if nobody can use the beach

Bring REc fee to where it was. This short sited reduction was Stupid at best. This is Incline.

5 punch cards with $157 value - you can afford a house here, but are confused by punch cards?!

Should ensure than family members have access via cards

Remember some people don’t golf or ski but most people use beach access.

Have guest cards with RFID access with limited monetary value that guests can for anything

A better description of how each of these options would work

Discounted guest rates but with a limited number per day (eg can bring 5 guests but not 25)

30 free tickets a month owner can gift to guest w/o owner present & buy visits to bch with owner

I do not golf nor ski and would like to use discounts for tennis and pickleball which I do use.

Termination of punch cards. They're stupid and costly.

Venues be free or highly discounted for homeowners and non-homeowners pay for what they use.

all of these suggestions sound confusing reducing rec fee was a mistake,

Pay like 3x the rec fees and get free use of all venues with discounts for guests.

Limit on value of discounts, discounts only for property owners and their tenants .

They should be called "resident cards" and "guest cards." Use QR codes per property to simplify.

Unlimited beach and venue access for owners and their guests with owner cards. No punch cards

Make unsued punch cards rollover to the following year, Allow money to be added to punch cards.

I like having dollars available instead of for specific uses- for ex. I don’t golf

Anything less confusing to the current state is GREATLY APPRECIATED :)

Eliminate punch cards. Property owners must accompany guests and pay fees using credit card.

Restore the previous value structure so that the punch card has real value

Keep the Punch Cards, I understand them.

this is confusing

i think the system we have currently works.

Not everyone who lives here skis or golfs. Whatever is decided needs to be fair to everyone!

Mandate that ALL residents (including full time renters) are given Picture Passes.

I need more information before making this decision.

Reduced pricing for residents

discounted guest rates to be applied w/ punch card use, or w/ a pic card resident paying cash

Fix the system so that there is clear value for everyone across recreation no matter what they use

The punch card works fine. Again, what problem exists that you are trying to fix? Answer that Q 1st

The board is creating a problem where there was not one.

Short term rentals no access ever

Keep the punch cards and 3 as always instead of 1 which is ridiculous

SARA prioritize the property owners. Under trustee Schmitz tenure the property owners have had no v
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It would be good to simplify.

Need a more robust conversation about options rather than your stupid fixed choice survey

Redeemable value for owners with multiple punch cards - able to use to buy golf, etc

Picture cards should maintain the same access they have now. This question should only apply to gue

More information regarding this subject is needed in order to provide valuable input.

Discounted guest rates for all venues for all property owners/ residents

Residents get a fixed number of "guest" points, and these points can be used for golf, beach, or sk

Leave it like it is

a more detailed explanation of why any of these might be better than what we have now.

More access for my family and guests. Punch cards do not have enough value

Avoid single card per property or guest as it limits flexibility

Each property can bring 10 people to the beach for free per day. Golf and ski are full price.

Don't allow punch cards or guest access

ALL venues are paid access by all users, and venues are self funding (no REC fee).

restrict access to owners only

I like the current system. One card per family won’t work if we arrive at different times.

Get someone smart to design a system that works for owners and guests, and give staff access perks.

Total of 5 picture passes per property, unused photo passes turn into non-refillable punch cards

Punchcard model is Byzantine. Simplify!

There should be special resident guest rates when accompanied by the resident (picture card holder)

better understanding of the question

Have one card per parcel with a fixed dollar amount that can be used at any venue

Punch cards should get same number of beach accesses as picture passes

One Guest card per property with a LIMITED number of uses and a limited number of Guests at one tim

WE NEED MORED INFORMATION TO GIVE AN OPINION

The ability for my guests to go to the beach when I am not there with my picture card.

More detailed information on any of these ideas.

beach access/beach parking restricted to picture pass holders

Let's keep with the current system. It's not perfect, but perfect is the enemy of good.

Guest cards that charge reduced rates for everyone in their party. Limit 6

Punch card dollars available to pay for fees at any IVGID venue.

Dont care. Make it fair.

Keep it the way it's always been. Why do you look for problems when there aren't any. The change is

Need more information about what these options mean before I can decide

ability to use punchcard value equivalent at venue of choice like a gift card for any purchases

the value of our punch cards return to the prior level ($168/ card, I recall) Beach Access!!!

Limit the number of punchcards per property. .

access for rental guests limited to the rental days

Who is the incompetent person who wrote this? Were they high?

Picture card access w/discounted guest rates for all venues charged to picture card.
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The high cost non welcoming feeling is already over the top

Picture card holders should continue to be allowed unlimited beach access.

Keep present system

IVGID keep what is in place currently, it works, and if you add a RFID gate entry system-save money

an easier way to update punch cards every year. they should auto renew

Picture pass holder must be present for guest access for discounts.

No comment

My IVGID allowance eligible as use against rec center access. I don’t ski or play golf

1) Put the responsibility on owners who rent (LTR or STR) to arrange for guest cards to beach

allow punch card to be used across all IVGID owned rec venues - golf, ski and beach

not sure but guest use of beaches should be limited and controlled.

Lower golf rates for residents, and lower beach rates for residents guests

Would the guest card also have a limited number of uses? Or $?

Get rid of the physical punch cards and have a virtual punch card accessed by an ID.

Picture cards linked with free uses and discounted uses equivalent to the price of punch cards

restricted access to beach so locals who live here can find a place to put a towel

Anyone that is holding a valid IVGID card should be allowed to access (even if name doesn't match).

Properties registered as ST rentals are excluded.

Except for children under 6(?), access is limited to one/card.

Multiple guest cards connected to single acct w/ one fixed $ amount/house. Guest discounts w/picID

Less guests per parcel (STR abuse). Owner w picture card MUST accompany guests. No paying cash

The ability to purchase one time use cards for guest access

good idea but first talk with us & with the people who need to deal with them every day.

Residents do need to learn the system but once they do it is fine. Any system has a learning curve.

The most flexibility instead of guessing how many golf vs lift tickets, etc.

Only permanent residents get access to beaches. No Short Term Rental use of beaches.

One guest card per property loaded with a cash- like value that can be used for any IVGID amenity.

more information about all of the options above. The statements above are too general

I like the current system as it seems most likely to prevent abuse by short term rentals.

The problem was created when reduced they the rec center fees last year which reduced $per card

residents should be able to use the punch card money towards lift tickets/passes at Diamond Peak

not sure

Get ride of punch cards.

more defined options. . . hard to select based on the options presented.

I'm focused on the goal-only PPH and ACCOMPANIED guests- can use facilities- not the means

Free venue uses should include beach, lift ticket, etc to equal guest card amount.

Less use by renters because it is abused all the time

All of them sound more confusing. If you don't understand a punch card you don't live here.

The wording of these questions is very confusing.

No fixed number anything thing & open amount on punch card billed to owners for guests(cc on file )

Card values to be used for any IVGID venue. Why restrict? Play passes, ski passes, tennis use....
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Multiple punch cards per parcel provide STR owners a way around the system and create overcrowding.

We aren’t quite clear on the choices above and their ramifications. We’d need more details.

Paid the price and it was expensive…never hardly got to use MY recreation areas…tourists took over

No change current system works best

If you have free venue use it should be customized to which venues you use

one 'guest' card per parcel that entitles holder to discounted guest rates - no free uses

I don't feel "expert" enough to make the best suggestion.

Have one guest card per property that can be used for beach access, discounted guest rates, etc.

Sara Schmidt leave Incline

Q5 Any other comments or suggestions about potential changes to our beach access or punch

card system?

(271 responses by )

This is not a problem - leave it as is and stop wasting our money and time

The questions are bias

Thank you for the allowing us all to provide input. We appreciate Flash Vote! It is hard to understand why some have such a

problem with it. If it is the way the questions are asked that seems easily resolved by creating a panel to develop the

questions.

IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO INSTALL R F I D AT THE BEACHES. They are staffed when there is a need to supervise access. In the

winter, hardly anyone is there except for a few people and their dogs.

I don't want to see any changes. Leave it the way it is. If anything, allow longer access to burnt cedar after sunset or before

sunrise. Beaches are good for star gazing!

Do NOT build that severely downsized Incline Beach House. Wait until an Adult Majority is elected. Do nothing while Schmitz

and Dent are on the Board

Should be unlimited lookups as was past policy. The beaches belong to us and the staff works for us!

Without better information as to what generated this survey it is difficult to offer sound opinions.

Gated RFID access seems like a bad choice. You’d still need manned gate access for busy times. And I do not believe we have

a beach crowding issue in the offseason that justifies the expenditure, not to mention the issues that will arise when the RFID

is out of service i the offseason, making the beaches inaccessible for residents
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Owners should be able to bring guests in over the summer, even when we use up our punch card balance up. I don't mind

paying for my guests once the punch card is used.

Address Beach Parking on the weekends, to include Friday, Sat and Sundays. I would like the way the guards would only let

picture passes (not Punch Cards) to be able to park during those days, All beaches.

Please allow immediate family to get extra full membership access to ivgid facilities…now limited to only 5 immediate family

members.

I agree with limits and maintaining the restrictions on access, but at $16pp the punch card gets used up very quickly. Seems

a bit too restrictive. Any other options being considered?

We should allow the following: Each parcel would be allowed up to 5 Picture Pass cards. Each pass would allow a holder to

bring two guests to the beach - that's 10 total guests per parcel. And yes, a PP holder must be present at entry and stay with

the guests while on the beach.

Please restore beach access to IVGID employees - it helps recruit and retain quality employees and costs practically nothing

beyond angering a few sorry people who will never be happy anyway.

Do we need all this in off season? Where does all the money go??

Build a new beach house. Leave the gate access issue for the next Board...once Sara and Matt are gone.

Use one picture RFID card for all access

Lake Tahoe is a National Treasure ...no one owns but 20M people are trying to access. So, what if lake access was tied to

stewardship behavior - everyone would win. not sure how exactly to do that, but would appreciate the discussion. converting

visitors (and locals) to becoming active stewards for lake clarity... is the goal

Please stop changing this every year! As a full-time Incline Village homeowner, it is very hard to plan ahead for our family &

friends who want to visit the beautiful Lake! We'd like to see guest punch cards with beach access that makes sense; not $91

only for 5 adults to get in 1 day. This is extremely limiting and restrictive.

As a resident of IV, I want to be able to use the beach whenever I want, with my guests whenever I want. Punch cards should

be able to be reloaded.

Data and Matt ruined this town

No commercial businesses on are beaches jet ski rentals etc

If you prevent beach access by homeowners in the winter please expect to be sued. That's insane! Whose idea is that?

Beach music on Friday has become very crowded with some poorly behaved attendees. Access should be restricted to IV

homeowners and their guests via punch card or picture pass during high season. STR guests should not be given beach

access during the high season, because there are other beaches available to them around the lake.

These questions seem very leading with the assumption that things need to be different than hoe they currently are. I don't

think off season use is an issue at all. And I don't care if people are 'sneaking' onto the beach during the off-season.

Raise Rec fee back to where it was. Even at the higher price it was the best value ever. Saving millionaires $200 per year is a

joke. Claiming that not everyone uses all facilities so save them $200 is silly when they would spend that having dinner at a

restaurant. Entry level home prices are very high here, nobody noticed the higher fee until they tried to bring guests to the

beach and they card ran out after a family of four.

Restrict beach access to vrbo renters etc

Vehicle access during off season is important since I bring my kayak from the house to the beach. If we have a pay as you go

for guests how would you pay for the guest during off season? Rates for card holders in the different venues should be similar

to rates in other Tahoe venues. Private golf club rates for those who want to be members and comparable public rates for

others. Occasional picture card holders and guests of card holders should pay a discounted rate at time of purchase. So three

straight forward rates: tennis/golf membership, IVGID picture pass holders and their guests, general public. Beach access is

trickier. I don’t want to drive family members or friends who are visiting to the beach if I need to do other errands. Perhaps

they can present an access card instead of the punch card and pay via credit card at the venue.

We have lived here since 1993. This town used to be neighborly and welcoming. It is now restrictive, unfriendly and mired in

bureaucratic nonsense. So few people are at the beaches in the off season. Don't waste my dollars by installing electronic

gates. Clean up the dirty bathrooms at Incline Beach instead. It is unreal how IVGID wastes money. This is not an issue. Why

are you wasting our time with this?!

Too many AirBnB users. Our town needs to limit short-term rentals to one month minimum like Carmel and other vacation

towns.

It's claimed that allowing access by anyone to Incline's beaches for most months of the year puts the beach deed and

restricted access at risk. Could IVGID's attorneys weigh in with a legal opinion on this? It would address rumors and concerns

and inform what IVGID should do, or doesn't need to do, to protect property owners' restricted access.

Limited cards and limited dollars makes no sense.
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Please don't close the vehicle acess in the winter to the beaches. I wouldn't mind if you needed card access if you need to. I

am on Goose Patrol along with my dogs. Not having parking available to use would be very sad and would really only allow

people who live within walking distance of the beaches to participate in the winter.

You guys are hunting for a solution for a problem that doesn't exist.

Existing system seems fine to me and computer systems and staff should be able to accommodate.

You provide insufficient information about restricted access to make an informed decision. It doesn't make sense to have a

pedestrian gate if there is no automobile gate. Without a cost estimate, we don't know what we might face in terms of

possible fee increases.

Guest privileges will end when guest cards run out of the limited monetary value for the year

I would love to see the Dogs in a dog park and not at the beach year around.

1) IVGID should post adequate signage at any place the Beaches might be accessed by vehicle or by foot noting that the

Beaches are restricted to use by authorized Homeowners and their guests. 2) IVGID should restrict vehicular access points to

the Beaches with appropriate gates or barricades when IVGID employees are not present to prevent unauthorized access. 3)

IVGID should vigilantly enforce the rights granted Homeowners in the Deed and prohibit use of the Beaches by unauthorized

persons. 4) IVGID should solicit and consider Homeowner comments with respect to any decisions that could impact

Homeowner access or use of the Beaches. 5) To the extent any Beach pass programs are enacted or modified, such programs

should be vetted and approved by the IVGID Board in a public setting (as opposed to ad hoc staff approvals), with the full

knowledge and participation of the Homeowners, and based on a clear written policy designed to ensure access is agreeable

to Homeowners and is monitored

As far as I know, unrestricted access to the beaches in the off season has not been a problem and access gates sound like an

ongoing headache to maintain.

We really needed a survey like this? Another example of meaningless dribble only because we've pre-paid for surveys like this

one and we either use it or lose it. Also, if you're not a local property owner, no beach access as someone's guest unless

physically accompanied by the property owner. No exceptions!

Don't allow parking on the street. Provide adequate parking on property for the number of residents that would use the beach

and leave it at that.

None at this time!!

Saturdays and holidays should be restricted to pass holders & their guests, with pass holder present. Please institute free

guest tickets that each property can give to guests without them being present on Sunday through Friday. Pass holders should

be able to purchase at least 10 guest tickets if they are present. Let's keep our beach private, but also allow picture pass

holders convenient access for family and guests. Thanks!

Flashvote is not the way to obtain info re community preferences on this issue - too simple

Summertime crowds are way more significant than winter access, I wouldn't waste money on a trying to solve something that

is not a problem. Who care if a non resident comes to the beach in the winter

Thanks for the survey….

While I agree with keeping the beaches private, I was very dismayed that the board took away beach access from IVGID

employees. It was a mean-spirited and unnecessary. I doubt that had any effect on overcrowding.

Enforce: -no dogs policy -no easy-ups / pop-ups Have a remote parking with shuttle like Diamond peak

Continuously changing the ‘rules’ for beach access is just hell on the people who work at the gate when it comes to guest

passes. Even locals have a hard time keeping up with the constant changes.

We need to re-do the snack bar at Incline beach and fix the boat ramp and make it like sand harbor.

The punch card system is confusing and cumbersome. One card per residence with all discounts and passes makes the most

sense to simplify the process. And, on another note, please remodel Snowflake lodge during my lifetime...

ad more money to the punch cards, cant get many friends and family in now since you lowered the fee.

Get rid of the recreation facility fee. The beach facility fee is warranted if and only if the beaches are limited to property

owners, their tenants and their accompanied guests.

We need to do everything possible to restrict access per the deed.

No need to pay personnel or to develop a system that restricts access to the beach during the off season

Limit guest access to all our facilities.

It seems like IVGID needs to concentrate its resources on budget issues and creating a more positive feeling within the

community.
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The labels used for each card is confusing. Picture card, guest card, punch card??? Think about other systems that work

smoothly/simply using a physical card or QR code system or digital card system and how that could be replicated here to

simplify. Money and attention should be spent on upgrades to beaches and overcrowding during peak times.

No more draconian $ rate increases for residents for skiing, tennis and golf. Charge visitors more, not our local Ivgid

cardholders.

Explain fully the beach deed. Make the punch cards easier to understand and use or get rid of them.

More dog/family spaces

Is off-season beach use a problem? If not, save the $$ and move forward. RESTORE THE PUNCHCARD VALUE TO THE previous

~$130 Value!!!

Have a specific amount of dollars available to use at any Ivgid location of the owner/renter’s choice

Allow homeowners a sufficient number of guest passes that offer reduced rates for venues.

Allow kids and instructors/coaches without IVGID beach access to participate in IVGID summer camps.

Do not restrict winter beach access. Just use signage showing it is private property. Which is already in place! I like the

punchcards.

will the picture pass holders still accompany guests to the beaches?

Punch cards are stealing from those who do not use the beaches. It should be like a debit card for a rec fees including golf!

Allow ivgid employees access to beaches

I like they used of intelligent cards. Unclear on problem to be solved with punch cards, golf access. I do not being guests to

Champ course any more because it is confusing. IVGID amenities are mismanaged to me. Little fiefdoms in each department,

beach accesss, golf, ski, rec center. Not happy with public works either. Gross increase in utility bills could have been softened

with capital surplus usage. Not sure why that money can't be used.

Do not restrict parcel owner beach access at all beyond historical service levels. Leave it open to year-round vehicular access.

Solve your problem another way.

Please try to retain the private beach status that encouraged many of us to move to Incline Village. Thanks

Anybody living full time in IV/CB should have a picture pass. out of state owners should not be allowed to withhold them from

their tenants.

Keep beach access for dogs in the off season!

The alternatives to punch cards all sound like something that can be abused. I think there should be fee based days for

guests of residence and then see how that goes. They must be present with an IVGID card holder but they pay a fee for use.

This is similar to private golf courses where members can invite guests periodically but the guests have to pay a fee

Keep beach access the same. The cost of automated systems does not outweigh the benefit.

I pay for the punch card via tax assessment. It angers me to lose unused credit on punch card, when I paid for the card. Why

not carry over un-used dollars?

Taking the beach access seriously and revisiting the punch card system seem long overdue, technology has changed alot

since the punch cards were actually punch cards

The golf course and diamond peak aren’t free to owners so why would you make them free to guests?

Whatever changes are made need to continue to address the potential for STR overuse if any loopholes are left open.

It worked when there was a rec fee. Reinstate that and the punch cards are much more valuable. Ow they are practically

worthless.

#1 - This is a ridiculous survey with poorly worded questions. #2 - What problem(s) are you trying to fix? I think it is ones that

don't exist. #3 - Both Schmitz and Dent are going off the Board soon, actually it can't be soon enough, table this kind of short

sidedness until they are gone as this is their personal agenda. #4 - The punch card works fine - don't change a great thing

that works. #5 - If the Board of Trustees would set the Facility Fee earlier in the year, say February or March, it would be

easier to budget so take on the responsibility for your ineptness to get things done and buck up that you messed this up not

your staff. #6 - Regarding beach access, STOP turning this community into a gated community. That's not what the parcel

owners want, not what they need and it's a personal agenda of one Trustee who should leave town NOW.

Keep Hyatt people out of our beaches and keep the punch cards

As a resident who Moved incline in 1968 I would like to see access return to non-resident if good employees. It is my

understanding that the 50 years of precedent meant they did not have to make any changes to the beach deed. This was just

Trustee Schmitz way of locking the beaches down taking the only benefit for many IVGID employees. I understand it was

recommended by the attorney that handled this that you could have done a survey of the residents to see what they thought
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and you chose not to. You chose to further restrict them. Why you chose to try to blow up many of these venues I have no

idea Sara.

Limit access during peak season, limit guests.

Only having to scan one card for multiple family members would speed up line at the gate. There would have to be multiple

copies of the same card though. Example: If I went to the beach with my kids and my wife wanted to meet us there later, she

would need her own card to get in.

Dog owners that access ski beach off season need to clean up their dog's mess!! Dog owners that access ski beach off season

need to keep their dogs away from the kayak storage and launch area!!

One more time, you and FlashVote should be embarrassed by this attempted "survey." Anyone who tries to draw ANY

conclusions from the results of this so called "survey" is a fool.

Let’s wait till after we get rid of Schmitz and Dent, then talk

Allow punch card dollars to be used as credit for any IVGID purchase. Food, golf, tennis, skiing, etc

It would be nice to once again use the value of punch cards as a redeemable asset. It would also be nice to actually have a

value for our punch cards. Sarah and the board have devalued our cards and they need to go.

NO DOGS on the beaches and NO DOGS on the Village Green. It's disgusting to know that the dogs defecate and pee

everywhere while residents want to use the areas for walking and events.

Let the IVGID staff have access

Beach access/passes should only be available to property owners and their guests, not for short term rentals . The Hyatt used

to have their own beach which was separated from ski beach.

Off season access is not a problem now. Why use more funds for a perceived problem that doesn’t exist except in the minds

of a few. Spend the money on much needed repairs and updates to our venues.

4th of July weekend celebrations should be limited to a certain number of people.

Please provide at least 2 legal opinions from differing law firms to the IVCB residents regarding why the restricted access

during off-season is necessary to protect the beach deed. How was the restricted access question presented to legal counsel?

Did a member of the board ask for a subjective opinion for why restricted access is necessary? If so, was it done to fulfill

his/her personal wants for this community as opposed to the community at large? If there is an existing legal opinion on this

matter, please include in the next board packet when this matter is revisited. I hope this restricted access during off season

simply becomes a non-issue with this board at least or until the community is presented and briefed with a least two legal

opinions on the matter--otherwise it's just someone's pet project. Re question 1: Handicapped access the beach is needed,

therefore pedestrian access only is not an option. Regarding vehicle only access, why discourage people from walking?

Preferred parking for picture pass holders. Allowances for large families on a case by case basis - over 3 children

I don’t believe off-season beach access is a problem. I’m often there and see few people.

Thank you for considering one punch card per property for beach access. Multiple cards are sooooooo confusing

I am very annoyed at the policies that have reduced the number of visits per punch card due to increased rates. It doesn't

make sense that I could use up an entire card for the season in one weekend.

We need a first class Beach House at Incline Beach. $3.5 million is not going to be nearly enough.

Is it possibly to have one punch card with the total number of dollars given for the property to be used at all venues? We

currently have 5 cards per parcel. If the owner would, for example, prefer two picture cards, the punch card dollars of the

other three could be on one punch card....rather than 3 punch cards, all with the same amount.

5 punch cards per parcel that can be used for free beach access and discounted access to other venues (golf, ski, tennis)

transferable to any 5 persons as designated by property owner. Example: Son+ 4 family members in June or 2 family

members and 3 guests in July, etc.

We already have reasonable rates for golf and ski, but trying to bring friends to the beach is ridiculously expensive. A picture

pass holder should be able to bring friends in their car or walking in without cost. That would leave parking for others. The

beaches themselves are not normally packed, just the parking lot.

Restrict short term rental access without the owner present. Reinstate ivgid employee access regardless of where they reside.

The punch card system is unnecessary if IVGID requires each venue to operate as a real business without property owner

subsidy. Why should the non-golfer property owners (a few thousand) subsidize a few hundred golfers? Golfers and skiers can

pay for their own hobbies.

Stop short term rentals!! All beach guests must be accompanied by picture pass holder.

It should be all thru an all via Bluetooth or scannable QR codes.

Protecting the environment is super important, and getting rid of antiquated systems that fail to be managed properly.
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Do better to keep dogs off the beaches!!

Why do we have to pay for guest beach access if we’re only using the boat launch?

Please do t waste money by staffing the beach access over the off season. Literally makes no sense

Punch cards work The accounting for them doesn’t. Fix the accounting

It would be nice for you to explain in the email or in the beginning of this survey why you are talking about protecting the

beach deed.

Private clean beaches & easy access for home owners. There are TOO many guests using our facilities.

I am for any solution that prevents Airbnb/STR operators from abusing the system

Please, please, please STOP STR use of IV beaches. The only people using the beaches now are STRs, as locals have been

crowded out. That's unfortunate, but easy to remedy.

Worry about fixing the beach house before you worry about securing the beach from phantoms in winter

This is all very confusing and doesn’t seem like it should be at the top of the to-do list. But it would be nice if the punch cards

had more money like before and were actually usable more than once or twice. Honestly though - I think our board is getting

too in the weeds when there are far bigger issues to address. But…par for the course with these clowns.

Until we have a crowding vandalism or abusive use issue OK to save money on off-season beach access. Please simplify guest

access on peak seasons… A single guest card with defined number of entries or dollar spend would work.

I would like to see IVGID prioritizing residents at Diamond Peak. The near-resort parking should be picture-pass holder only

until 10AM daily and the upper close parking should be picture pass holder only parking 7x24.

Please leave the beaches alone during the off season. They are never crowded, it is peaceful the way it is, and there is no

need to spend money on staffing and/or restricting access when it works just fine as-is.

Beaches are fine the way they are. Parking is an issue. Creating transportation to beach would help. Operating the Diamond

Peak bus as beach transit during summer would be more beneficial than expensive gates. Perhaps charge for parking and

offer free transportation.

Beaches need limited access to Residents and immediate family only- Ordinance 7 must remain. Bring back valuable perk to

allow IVGID Employees access to beaches. They do not add to overcrowding and would help with morale issue.

Leave the beach entry alone....we need legal opinion to show that beach deed is at risk. Spend our money on IMPORTANT

needs such as a VERY NICE NEW BEACH HOUSE!!! That is where money should be spent.

You are trying to fix a problem that doesn’t exist. Per NRS the beach deed is protected with fencing and posted no trespassing

signs. Leave things alone.

I like having the ability to have my guests use the beach when I am not there. It would be nice to have a way to pay in lieu of

punch cards as I often have money left on a punch card on May 31.

Restricting beach access with rfid cards is a pointless waste of money to install. There’s no way to know if the person

scanning the card is actually the person issued the card and no way to control how many people they bring in with them.

Complete waste of money

Keep maximum number of owners cards per resident (6). Allow discounts for guests when accompanied by owner to beaches,

golf, lift tickets etc. Eliminate punch card system (only owners cards)

I want funds invested in the new beach house and not annoying mechanical restrictions to prevent access for unauthorized

off-season visitors.

unlimited beach access and parking for residents with picture passes only;

It's not perfect, but it's better than any of the ideas offered in this survey. Not all residents use all venues.

Offseason access to beaches I think is okay, and continue to keep them private during the season. The current system in my

opinion works well. "If it's not broken, don't fix it."

Bring it back the way it was, removing the paper day passes already solved the issue, not remove the boat ramp and

repourpose that parking and beach for people.

I feel the change to restrict IVGID staff from beaches is unwarranted. The opinion on beach deed liability was extremely

conservative.

There is no reason to restrict entry during winter seasons. There is no problem with people accessing the beaches. There is

hardly anyone here in the winter. I go to the beaches all winter and have never had a problem with other guests. The only

issue is trying to further restrict the shore line and trying to be more exclusive.

Consider lowering the recreation fee and eliminate the punch cards
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I’d like to understand why these changes are being suggested. There hasn’t been any problems to my knowledge. Are we

creating a problem that doesn’t exist??

Is there a problem with the current system? If not, why change.

Get the revenue/budget sorted out.

Do not restrict beach access to residents during the off season

I appreciate you trying to simplify the beach access system. It is confusing. The golf and ski access for nonresidents should

just be a discounted guest rate (not part of a punch card), when present with a resident.

Punch cards must be available for our guests and family to access beaches!

Go back to the dollar amount that was on prior to the change in 2023

There doesn’t seem to be over use in off season so not sure why it needs to be restricted. You should give back access to

ivgid employees .

property owners should be able to choose for which venues they want to allocate their discounts.

Limit the access of non- property owners during peak season via better management of punch cards. Otherwise, leave our

beaches alone and focus on more important matters in IV.

This survey is biased. It does not allow us to say we disagree with your proposal.

Don’t spend money on winter beach access it’s not necessary

One of our most valuable assets protecting our beach access- in the off season when gates not managed visitors don't always

seem to follow the no dog's rule sadly @ Incline & Burnt Cedar Beaches. Hope their is a cost effective way to secure our

beaches for only residents?

Allow purchase of cards at any rate less than $156. A waste to buy that much access if you only have guests for a day or two.

Good questions — thank you for asking.

This is the worst survey yet. Shameful really.

Would like to be able buy more access if needed not have to purchase whole cards that I inevitably loose money on as it’s

hard to predict how many in family want to use beach. We use it less and less I’m noticing . Cost is way too high . Miss the

beach chairs was so nice to have them in the early morning never had a problem. Never notice crowds when I go . In fact it’s

mostly a ghost town out there . Few days in summer when weather perfect it’s wonderful to actually see people with family

enjoying themselves on the beaches. Stop listening to those who complain . Be more welcoming this whole gate thing is the

worst idea yet! Just going to make it hard to kayak in the morning for locals and it’s totally unnecessary especially in off

season.

Na

Absolutely do not limit the number of times a resident picture pass carrier can use any venue. Completely deletes the

purpose and joy of being a resident.

IVGid picture pass and punch card system works. If IVGID uses RFID system, this could save time and money. ps I am thankful

for being here. And IVGID including all our trustees do a great job. I came here thinking that people would be happy, but so

many people fill their lives up with unhappiness. So sad. Rather for me, I am blessed to live here. Thankyou IVGID and the

Trustees, who have to take all this criticism, so unfortunate. But others who have volunteered in the past, like me, appreciate

the Trustee's efforts. I know Sarah works her butt off on behalf of IVGID. We should be thanking and praising her. Instead,

some people are blamers, make false assertions and tell their friends as if these false assertions are facts. Sarah was right

about the rec center and the new for a new gym, rather than a gymnastics facility to accompany a boys and girls club. And

she came up with a workable plan that would accommodate a new gym. By the way, what did Dent do wrong?

I am not sure where this entire survey is coming from. What is the problem with beach access in the off season? I assume it

costs money to maintain the beach regardless of season, but is there a problem we are trying to solve here? If yes, what

specifically is the problem?

Would prefer no change.to beach access in winter. If punch cards must change, free venue uses would be cool (beach, ski,

etc), but the question is how is it implemented and how many venue visits per property? Do the number of punch cards

issued per property change then? There’s not really enough information to make a decision on this.

Picture pass holder must be present for guest access and discounts… no guest access without resident picture pass holder

present. NO MORE SHORT TERM RENTALS EXCEPT COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES, eg, HYATT AND OTHER MOTELS. STOP VRBO-like

RENTALS IN INCLINE.

Hyatt guests should not be allowed access to ski beach as they have their own private beach which excludes IVGID resident

usage

Quit trying to create concern and whip up fears about nonexistent problems. Locking down the beaches offseason is

unnecessary.
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Stop turning incline into a penal colony. Take care of ivgid employees . Get rid of dent, Schmitz and Tulloch. Incompetent and

out of touch. Stop their nonsense and mean spirited actions!

Residents should have easy ability to arrange for guest passes for people who are actually visiting, immediate family, and

grandkids. If residents misuse that privilege they should be fined or lose resident privileges.

Over crowding at the beach and access for non residents is really only an issue for a VERY short period of time in the summer.

Probably last week of June to 1st week in August and even then only on the weekends. Stop making such a big deal about it.

Lake Tahoe is a treasure and it's natural/normal that people would want to come visit the beach!

Protect the Deed no matter what it takes. How about building a better entrance "shack" with more space, heat, etc and staff

gates year round? Or install gates that csn only be accessed by residents. How would this be monitored and conttolled?

Lower launch rate at Ski beach

When looking at these changes, ensure their is a measurable benefit to the Incline Community. Resources are limited and

should be managed carefully. Regarding off-season beach access limitation, is there a real problem to be solved? If so, it has

not been sufficiently communicated to the community.

no one should have to pay to drive into the beach and eat lunch in their car in the winter

Please don’t restrict off season access to the beaches.

Has beach crowding been an issue off season? Honestly, it seems petty to me to address offseason beach use. That's always

been a nice thing to bring people to the beaches off season. Is harm resulting from this unrestricted use? What has prompted

this? Is it worth the resources that are being applied to it?

Restricting beach access during the off season solves a non existent problem while adding significant cost and creating

untenable enforcement challenges (particularly with restricted pedestrian access). That makes no sense. Regarding punch

cards, I believe a single punch/debit card per property owner would be a much easier approach to managing non picture card

holder access.

Permit, but severely limit public access by charging ridiculously high fees, and keep the money in our coffers.

It is extremely important to keep all Incline Beaches private for Incline residents and their guests only!

We don’t use punch cards - only the I gid cards.

I agree it is confusing because no one reads the information about using it- one guest card per property may be better- bit

how will usage be tracked & limited?- would there be limits as with punch card? If $ on punch cards exist I’d like them usable

at any venue.

Seems like a waste to limit access in off season. It's never used much.

Do NOT restrict beach access in the off season. Resources would be better spent on updating beach amenities amongst other

things. There are no problems with current off season beach use.

We pay a lot of property tax. Beaches should be for residents. NO airbnb. Also punchcard value should be usable for golf

passes

Restricting access is an unnecessary expense during the off season. If restriction is necessary during this time to protect the

deed, staff the gates year round. Will be cheaper than installing new gates and will provide jobs in our community.

We live here and can't go to the beach until 4PM in summer due to large grouops camped right at the water's edge. restrict

large popups and numbers of people.

Many folks like to walk and then pop in to the beach area during the non peak times. Don’t make it cumbersome!

Please keep costs down. Less regulation.

make sure you are not imposing barriers to home owner and their guests usage.

It seems like it's worked pretty good for over 20+ years...do we really need to change it?

Keep the beaches open during off peak/winter months.

I’ve been living in this area since 2006 and still can’t understand the various rules for each IVGID venue. I recommend that

the General Manager is removed and replaced with someone that has more experience dealing with retail entertainment

venues like golf courses and ski resorts, and start with a clean sheet of paper to design a coherent access policy that

considers both the rights of the various properties and the fact that each property has a different number of residents.

No need to spend over 1 million dollars on putting a fence around the beach...we are fortunate to have beautiful beaches and

it is good for tourism. ...no fences or gates......

Need to keep it convenient for Owners (and their guests) to access the facilities. They exist for the owners, and owners need

to be allowed to give friends and family (guests) access as well. i.e. need to be able to give guests a card and not be required

to accompany them. The facilities exist for the use of the owners and their guests. Lets not lost sight of that.
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Residents have been paying/investing to maintain all aspects of the IVGID beaches for decades let’s respect and protect our

beach deed.

Increase the dollars loaded to the cards. The $91 is too low. Go back to the prior amounts

I believe we should let Tahoe visitors stay in CA or the Hyatt. No access for visitors.

Grant access to incline homeowners (without beach access) the right to attend IVGID community events at beaches along

with right to opt-in to paying additional taxes associated with beach access privileges (this would not impact our beaches

since these homeowners have access to private beach) …while generating additional beach funds!

Keep our beaches private and clean.

The beaches are empty all winter. Not sure why we would spend money to change the current system unless it's actively

under legal attack.

Schmitz and Dent should step down. These surveys are not well thought out or effective

I’d almost rather read the IRS tax code than try to decipher the Ivgid card system. Unnecessarily complicated.

Huge abuse and overcrowding. Especially rental properties. Beach almost unusable on weekends. Limit to 5 total cards per

parcel. (Only 3 can be guest cards). No purchasing more or reloading guest passes or paying cash at gate. Forcing owner to

accompany guests will mostly eliminate STR and rental abuse. Also limit guests to 8 on weekends. Resident picture pass

parking inside only from memorial to labor day.

The IVGID board needs to stop micro-managing.

Remember 3rd Creek is the only Federally protected Trout Stream on Lake Tahoe, keep dogs away!

Keep VRBO users off Incline beaches. Save our neighborhoods! The rental business is crushing the quality of life for

residential homeowners. There is the Hyatt. That’s enough!

Thank you for protecting the access to our beaches.

Why closing the beaches off season should be explained prior to a survey. Is there even a problem? Is there more important

issues to be addressed? I just wish I could bring my family of 6 adults to the beach without paying for one of them everyday.

allow punch cards to be used up to full face value at any venue, nit just as a discounted rate

Guest Access to beaches should require a picture pass holder to be present.

Overall, encourage keeping it simple and keep costs low for IVGID team and property owners. Suggest review historical

practice/policies

Putting in a gate with restricted access in the off season is sending a very un-welcome message to residents.

I would like to see enforcement of our private beaches to include keeping out Hyatt guests that regularly trespass onto our

beaches. I keep a SUP at Hermit and launch there several times each week and always see Hyatt guests wandering over to

our beach. I have also seen Hyatt guests that contract for a boat rental and walk over to our boat ramp to meet the boat (also

taking their dogs with them)

Permanent renters, property owners and punch cards can use the beaches. Do not allow short term rentals (STR) to use

beach access.

Stop fixing something that isn’t beoken

give ivgid workers access again!

It is good to simplify the beach access & punch card system. To bring guests to the beach is too expensive at $30/guest

1. The punch cards are cash that the homeowners have already paid for. This should be able to be used for any incline

amenity. I do not believe it should expire. 2. There are several upper management employees at the Rec Center that can

relocate their offices to either a beach hut or to the tennis center on the off periods. There is no need to hire another

employee for the shoulder periods.

No more surveys! Let’s discuss at meetings for transparency sake.

My main concern is overcrowding. As more people have become full-time, the facilities are used more, making it harder for

residents to use the facilities on busy days. Look at the response to activities (which I like) such as the music at ski beach. It is

really popular, and one has to walk a half mile or more from where you were able to find parking. Residents need priority.

Short term rentals should never have access to the facilities. Short term rentals are in effect, commercial operations.

Privileges should be reserved for owners. Does Hyatt provide access to its beach for everyone? The same principle should

apply.

I feel that the current board has had a significant negative impact on IVGID operations, employees and have chosen a non

local GM. The board does not listen to the community.
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Why are you wasting your time and money on this? We should be spending money on improving the beach not trying to take

away jobs and restricting access during off season.

This survey is not particularly valuable because no where does the survey inform the respondent that if the beaches are not

kept private, the public can sue and the beaches will likely become public, based upon the federal court opinion in the Frank

Wright lawsuit, the prior attempts by Nevada State Lands, etc. Also the cost of a lawsuit would be in the hundreds of

thousands of dollars and can easily be avoided by keeping the beaches private. Having people say what they want without

knowing the consequences does not collect the most useful information.

IS UNRESTRICTED ACCESS TO THE BEACHES DURING THE OFF-SEASON A PROBLEM? I DON'T THINK SO.

A few 2 hour family parking spaces at the beach parking lots for families with children ages 5 and younger who would never

spend more than that amount of time there

Please give preferential rates and access to tax paying residents of Incline Village.

Warning/removal procedures for people that are abusing the system…

Can only scan one card per day then get a wrist band.

Thank you for the flash vote

One option: Consider issuing any combination of 5 picture passes and/or guest cards. Picture passes should allow resident

rate at all venues. Guest cards would have guests actually pay "guest" rate at venues. This would still require Board to

determine purchase price and number of additional picture passes and guest cards per dwelling unit/parcel. Best Option:

Eliminate Rec and Beach Fees. Use Picture Passes and Guest Passes as ID with resident and guest rates at each venue. Pass

holders and guests would then pay to cover the costs of the venues they actually use...

I feel strongly that we should be able to use our punch card money towards day tickets and/or season pass purchases at

Diamond Peak. This is money that we've paid towards the town in fees, and we should get to determine where we put that

money, whether towards guests at the beaches or towards our own use of our local facilities, such as skiing, tennis, and golf.

Every year, a lot of our punch card money goes unused, which is a total waste.

Awkward as it is. Consider eliminating the privilege.

Should be only for full time tenants or property owners. No access for short time rentals. One year lease min. For access

Automated walkin gate could eliminate tge traffic jams in the summer for those who just do drop offs for a day at the beach

Continue to tighten rules that discourage short term rentals which appear to put pressure on the IVGID infrastructure. Also

expand certain infrastructure, such as parking, to accommodate more full time residents. That could include valet parking,

additional temporary lots and shuttles to ease ingress/egress congestion

no RFID gates at the beaches

I don't think non-resident use of the beaches in the off-season is a huge problem. I do think residents should have year-round

access with their vehicles year-round. I would suggest going with the least expensive option.

Wee need to make sure that people can not hold spots at the beach. They come in put there stuff down at 8- 9 am then come

back 11 or 12. You cannot hold chairs or spots. If someone is out kayaking then there needs to be away to tell if they are just

holding a spot actually in the water.

The only good innovation was reserving parking in the summer for picture passholders (that was good!) Unless the lawyers

say we have to change something (and I want a second opinion from a non-IVGID lawyer) what we are doing is adequate for

protecting Beach Access. I would rather have the Incline Beach Building Upgrades and the chairs back.

I don't think the system is broken. It has worked for, what, 30+ years.

I don't understand why we need to restrict access to the beaches during the winter months. Doesn't seem to be broken; don't

fix it.

The overriding principles should be (1) keep our recreational facilities for the use of only property owners or long term renters

(more than 90 days), and (2) come up with a pass system which cannot be scammed, and (3) minimize paperwork, need for

duplicates, etc.

Many of us who live in Crystal Bay rely on IV friends to give us a pass so we can spend time on the beach or go to music. It is

ridiculous that we are excluded, but 100's STR out-of-town visitors get to enjoy the beach. I don't understand the reason for

wanting to restrict during the off-season. Just let people walk on the beach with no staff. It has been working for the ten years

we have lived here. Many more important issues exist, like achievable/affordable housing in Incline Village. The beaches have

not been overcrowded and crazy since COVID, with all the extra visitors escaping the Bay Area, CA, because NV had fewer

restrictions. We finally could find an open spot on the grass for music on the beach last year!

How about spending less money for a change. Over a thousand employees in the summer is ridiculous

The drop off area at Ski Beach should be limited to the East end next to the launch ramp to allow for 2-3 boats AND the time

limit must be enforced. The rest of the beach can be used by residents mooring their boats or PWC.

Please do not spend money and resources making it difficult to access the beaches in the winter. It is a huge waste of time!
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don't understand why free golf or free skiing considerations are part of "beach access and punch card" changes are being

included in this discussion. changing to "one punch card" or eliminating the requirement of an owner accompanying their

guests would too easily lead to abuse. And there is no shortage of those who would take liberties

I don't like the fixed # of free venues as every resident likely has certain venues they never use which dilutes the value of

their "passes".

No automated gates at any beaches and no restricting beach access in the winter

We struggle to hire enough summer help and not allowing our hard working, dedicated staff to enter the beach hurts us

tremendously. Really...you have not idea until you are in our shoes. Add this very important benefit back. You can tell us all

about why this can't happen. I'm asking that you figure out a way. Figure it out!!!

Keep as is. The punch card system is fine, if explained to homeowners and guests properly. Maybe write a clear detailed

explanation on how it works.

We like the pictures pass parking on weekends and peak times that you recently implemented. We like it limited to property

owners and not employees.

Many families have more than 5 residents. We do and I pay to add them. We should up the eligible residents.

We are tired of feeling we need to avoid our beaches during peak tourist seasons due to overcrowding, a lot of it appears to

come from STR users.

Historically, Hyatt guests were given "paper passes" to access IVGID beaches. If this "practice" has continued, can this also

be addressed and prohibited? Increasing and enforcing beach access year-round seems like a good first step to better protect

our beaches from unauthorized use. What can be done to restrict the volume of beach users coming from STRs? When

bringing guests to Diamond Peak, we've been told 3 different things by 3 different DP staff regarding what the cost is for our

guests to ski. Staff needs to be better informed and trained. The guest process and pricing seems overly confusing, so much

so that even staff don't understand it, so coming up with a simpler process/solution would be appreciated. Thank you.

Improve entrances at both beaches

Sarah Shitz, Mathew Dent and Ray Tulloch should resign!!!

Deed says guests. Require homeowner to accompany any guest. The current system overwhelms the beaches with STR

“guests”

Need extra passes for the beach for family

Stream line the pass card process for beach access allow local families & their guest access without raising fees to the point

of elitism… & staff that works for ivgid deserves access to beaches resorts & golf courses at owner rates

I enjoy going to the beach early to enjoy the sunrise but often acess the beaches are locked. Why locking them for the night

when there has never been a problem? It would save on staff not having to lock the beaches. I have also felt pressured to

leave the beach when wanting to watch the sunset which is very upsetting. DON'T lock the beaches preventing us from

watching the sunset or sunrise

The solution options you listed don't address the problem identified above except for the first one listed. If you restrict beach

access in the winter just make sure parcel owners can still access them. I live close to Burnt Cedar beach and it is never

overcrowded in the winter. But I do think restricting access is a good idea as word will spread and summer antics will die

down once violators know we are cracking down on them.

No dogs should ever be allowed on the beaches.

We like being able to take a picture of our punch cards which we can then use at the beach.

Need to stop punch card fraud. And need to stop STR's from using our beaches.

IVGID like to charge big dollars without increasing the value for homeowners. All about the dollars they can generate

Restrict access to Incline residents during summer months current punch card system works don't change it. You don't need

to fix something that`s not broken

Without some type of 'guest' card/identifier, how will IVGID staff determine who is a parcel guest versus the general public?

Set three rates - picture pass rate, guest card rate, general public rate. No increases to the cards per parcel. We have to be

careful about free use. In addition to operating costs, we have capital costs that have to be covered each year. The more free

use that is allowed, the more the annual rec fee will need to cover. We have to shift thinking from 'I paid $$$ rec fee this year

and I'm entitled to $$$ amount of access' to more of an HOA dues-type attitude of we're all contributing to support

community assets. We don't charge admission to our parks, but the community values them and pays for them. But venues

that charge need to evaluate what makes money and what loses money. IVGID can't make everyone's good but unprofitable

idea profitable. Our population isn't big enough to support everything that everyone wants; we should limit offerings and do

those GREAT

I would like an easy system for beach, golf and ski for when my family from out of town stays at our home when I am not

there. I think keeping Incline private and less crowded is very important.
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I hate the punch card system. It's hard to use, and I rarely remember to "re-register" every year to top up the value on the

card and then it's not there when I need it. Then at the end of the year, anything not used just goes away. Seems like a

ridiculous waste of our resources and our staff resources. I want full, unfettered access with my picture card without having to

reload it. If that means that there is a nominal charge for guests - unconnected to a separate card , and perhaps connected

directly to my picture card - that'd be great.

I did not see options that recognized different costs and uses for the different Amenities that are present in Incline Village.

I believe the elimination of the overall venue fee was a big mistake. Owners of property in Incline buy because of the ability to

access the many venues available (Beaches, rec center, ski resort, among others) whether they use them or not. These

amenities add value to all property owners. It is not logical to try and make all venues pay for themselves......some will always

be profitable and others not so for various reasons......ie. short seasons. As long as the overall revenues cover costs,

everything is fine. This system has worked effectively for over 50 years.

We desperately need a new snack shack.......

Additional survey reports 
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